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The best 
ones from
Prievidza 
and Bojnice
The result of this evaluation is this guide with the best businesses in the categories:
RESTAURANTS and BISTROS, CAFÉS and CONFECTIONERY, BARS and BREWERIES, PIZZA and
BURGER, TAKE AWAY, THE BEST FROM BOJNICE and THE BEST FROM THE DISTRICT.

56 companies made it to the evaluation, and you can find the successful ones on the following
pages in alphabetical order. You will also find their address and other information there. The
enterprises with the most points in the category also received the WINNER OF THE CATEGORY
badge.

Bon appetit and cheers!

We keep saying that Prievidza and its surroundings offer
quality gastronomic establishments. The yummy. PRIEVIDZA
BOJNICE will guide you through the best ones. Thanks to this
guide, you will discover new places that will become your
favorite stops.

We didn't want a narrow group of people to decide on the
businesses, so every interested party could nominate their
favorite business in each category according to their own
preferences. Subsequently, the companies with the most
nominations were selected and they were evaluated by
professionals as well as by laymen.
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Pribinovo námestie 2

www.restauraciabavaria.sk

,,A business in the center that is worth
visiting, especially at lunchtime,
where you can enjoy excellent food in
reasonable portions."

Bavaria Restaurant
In the Bavaria restaurant, they prepare
delicious homemade specialties. They rely on
fresh and high-quality ingredients from local
suppliers. The capacity of the restaurant is 55
guests indoors and 48 on the outdoor terrace.
The lunch menu changes daily and the
company also offers the possibility of
organizing social events. Of course, there is
also gluten-free and vegetarian food.

V VEG BL LF Z DF BB
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Gustáva Švéniho 3 (PRO Centrum)

www.uzlatejsovy.sk

,,A restaurant to which you are
never far and which can surprise
you..."

U Zlatej Sovy
A restaurant right on the Liberty Square, which
prepares 8 meals a day for you. Their offer
will impress even the pickiest of you.
Weekends are reserved for social events, for
which they have really generous spaces.

V BL Z BB
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Olympionikov 8

FB: Teniska pizza grill

,,A restaurant not only for
sports enthusiasts the outskirts
of Prievidza."

Teniska pizza & grill
Restaurant in the sports complex focused on
general cuisine, pig roasting, catering, social,
cultural and sports events. The facility includes
9 tennis courts, 2 beach volleyball courts,
petanque, a summer cafe, a grill with a
gazebo and a stage for musical events. The
area is suitable for corporate events related
to sports. We recommend trying their
excellent pasta.

V VEG BL LF Z* DF BB
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Andreja Hlinku 8

FB: Palmstreetboyz

,,A real piece of Asia in Prievidza.
A place that will convince not
only lovers of Asian cuisine with
its quality."

Palm Street Boyz
The Asian restaurant PalmStreetBoyz in
Prievidza offers Asian cuisine in a pleasant
environment. They are located in the city
center, opposite the bus station. They have a
wide selection of dishes from various Asian
countries, including traditional Thai,
Vietnamese, Japanese and Taiwanese dishes.
Each dish is prepared from fresh ingredients
typical of these countries. Popular dishes
include Thai curry, Vietnamese Pho Bo soup,
Vietnamese Bún bò Nam Bô and Japanese
Udon noodles with teriyaki sauce. They also
offer vegetarian and vegan options. The staff
is friendly and willing to help with food choices.
The quality of service and raw materials is a
priority.

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY

V VEG BL LF Z* DF BB
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Za Depom 5

www.podorechompd.sk

,,Thematic atmosphere and
excellent food. Be sure to try
their crunch wrap as well."

Pod Orechom
Discover the tradition and quality of Pod
Orechom. It's not a classic restaurant, but the
quality of their slightly narrower menu
definitely belongs here. In addition to food,
you can of course also enjoy quality beer or
wine here. The place is suitable for sitting with
friends or for a quick late lunch while exploring
the city.

V BL LF Z* DF BB
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Andreja Hlinku 13/A

www.seriouscoffee.sk

,,One of the best coffees you
can get in town and don't forget
to try their affogato."

Bloom Bistro
Choice coffee from our own local roastery,
homemade gluten-free cakes and
cheesecakes, desserts, breakfast, lunch,
Neapolitan pizza, bistro menu,... There is also a
children's corner or a summer terrace with a
view of the park and the Piaristic Square with
the church.

V VEG BL LF Z* DF BB
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Bojnická cesta 9

www.seriouscoffee.sk

,,The best coffee, nice service
and delicious desserts. Be sure
not to miss their excellent
tiramisu."

Caffettino
Choice coffee from our own local roastery,
homemade gluten-free cakes and
cheesecakes, desserts, breakfast... There is
also a children's corner and a year-round
terrace. You will undoubtedly enjoy the best
coffee in town here!

V VEG BL LF Z DF BB

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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Nábrežná 1913/5A (OC Korzo)

FB: Fine Café

,,Traditional cafe menu in the
premises of the shopping center
with an offer of desserts."

Fine Café
Enjoy the exceptional cafe atmosphere right in
the shopping center. Fine Café also offers its
own terrace with a view of the bike path and
the river Nitra flowing nearby. It will tear you
away from the hustle and bustle of shops and
create a feeling of peace. In addition to
excellent coffee, you can also enjoy great
desserts and lemonades here.

V VEG BL LF Z* BB
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Námestie slobody 29

FB: Heaven DONUT

,,Traditional homemade donut
shop that you will love not only
for their quality sweets..."

Heaven Donut
A small family business for the production of
home-made, always fresh donuts, quality
coffee and breakfast. No visit to the square is
complete without a stop at this establishment,
which will delight your senses at any part of
the day. Do you feel like having an early
breakfast? Afternoon coffee? Dessert for
lunch? Or do you just want to enjoy your free
time? Then this is definitely the place for you!

V BL Z/Z*
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Námestie slobody 16/34

FB: History Caffe

,,Coffee and dessert in a historic
building right on the square,
where you can relax perfectly
throughout the week."

History Caffe
A cafe with a children's corner, you can enjoy
draft beer "Plzeň" as well as draft kofola. They
bake pastries - Moravian cakes, pies, strudels,
strudels, trio cakes, etc. They also make
desserts - honey cream, Paris roll, pinwheel,
wreath, Drunken Izidor, birdhouse, etc. They
have 2 terraces - one at the back with a stage
and palm trees and one at the front in front of
the Town Hall, where you can see the whole
square. History Caffe offers relaxation and
pleasant sitting throughout the week and has
become a popular place not only for coffee
drinkers.

BL Z* DF BB
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Andreja Hlinku 454/6

www.holyshot.sk

,,Cafe with selection of coffee,
specialties, offer of gluten-free
desserts, breakfast and friendly
service."

Holy Shot
A young concept with a sense of detail,
gastronomy and of course - selected coffee.
They bring a professional approach to
customers and a smile on their face every
day. They bring innovative ideas to the
location and spread the coffee culture in their
own way. They are part of the specialty grade
community and really care about their coffee.
They like to try new things and put a bit of
them into their recipes. They always have a
current seasonal offer ready for you. You will
find mainly light roasts here, but don't be
afraid to contact the baristas, they will
definitely give you great advice on choosing
the right beans for you :)

V VEG BL LF Z DF

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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BL DF

M. R. Štefánika 32

www.mackinetorty.sk

,,A unique confectionery that will
draw you directly into the
production of your favorite
sweets."

Mackine torty
A small confectionary production with a
confectionary in one place. They bake fresh
cakes and desserts in front of your eyes every
day and offer excellent coffee, tea, and
lemonade. If you don't mind a little work noise,
but you are interested in how it all gets
prepared, you are at the right address.
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Björnsona 25

FB: Cafe Nateeva

,,Come and relax from the hustle
and bustle of the city in the
peaceful atmosphere of this
unique cafe with a tea room."

Nateeva
NATEEVA Cafe and Tea Room is a captivating
place where you spend half your day without
even realizing it. When you enter, it's as if you
suddenly find yourself in an oasis of calm. Two
unusual wooden boxes in an oriental style with
cushions will catch your eye. Bonsai trees and
various types of plants rise majestically on the
windows, which bring life to the entire space.
In the evening, the atmosphere is completed
by salt lamps and candles on the tables. All
this together creates a unique symphony of
harmony, warmth and family well-being,
where you can feel as free as at home in the
living room.

V VEG BL LF Z* DF
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G. Švéniho 3C-3 (PRO Centrum)

FB: Pražiareň kávy Ollivier coffee

,,For coffee lovers who like to
see the roasting process. We
also recommend tasting the
excellent desserts."

Ollivier Coffee
A coffee roaster with a cafe. Pleasant sitting
area, which is air-conditioned in the summer.
Terrace included. The opportunity to directly
see the roasting of coffee. Barrier-free access.
Easy access even for strollers. Children
playground. Offer of all coffees that are
roasted for espresso and filter, packaged
coffee beans. Accessories for filtered coffee.
Offer of alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktails,
hot Belgian chocolate, desserts, alcohol, wine...

V VEG BL LF Z* BB
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G. Švéniho 2898/1I

FB: palacinka_pd

,,A unique offer of pancakes and
various homemade lemonades
right on the square."

Palacinka
Pancake Prievidza offers you sweet and
savory pancakes, breakfast, excellent coffee
and many alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks,
homemade lemonades, frappes and much
more. It is located right on Náměstí slobody,
so you will never be far from a good pancake.
We recommend some of the special colored
pancakes in combination with homemade fruit
lemonade.

V VEG BL LF Z* BB
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Bukovčana 12

FB: Edgard Craft Beer Pub

,,Pleasant sitting with the most
diverse beers, what you can only
imagine. And that's not all..."

Edgard Craft Beer Pub
Brewery with hoppy specials on tap and in
bottles. And the goodies of the cold kitchen.
Edgard Craft Beer Pub offers this and much
more. It is not a classic beer hall. Here you will
find hidden gems of local as well as foreign
production. And we're not just talking about
beer. There are also snacks of all kinds, as well
as a wide range of non-alcoholic drinks, which
are almost unknown in our country. One
evening here will definitely not be enough for
you!

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY

V VEG BL LF Z DF BB
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M. Falešníka 4

www.kozlovnaprievidza.sk

,,Great tank beer in the first
,,Kozlovňa" in Slovakia. Honest
food, quality tank beer and
original atmosphere..."

Kozlovňa u Zlatého Kozla
A majestic statue of the Goat, unusual tables
with metal hooves and other details. All these
elements combined with wood, leather and
metal materials create a pleasant and
unforgettable atmosphere. Their trained beer-
loving master tapmen tap the excellent
Velkopopovický Kozel 11% directly from the
tanks, always with foam as thick as cream.
You can also enjoy good food here. Great
cuisine with classic recipes from their
ancestors based on traditional home
procedures with an emphasis on the freshness
of ingredients. Their professional service also
adds to the feeling of uniqueness.

V BL LF Z*
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J. I. Bajzu 6

FB: KWANT BAR  /  IG: kwant_bar_pd

,,Luxury bar with pleasant
service, including an offer of
great drinks and shisha."

Kwant Bar
Are you looking for a meeting with friends on
a level somewhere where you will feel
comfortable and where you will be treated on
a level? Then you are right here. You won't
want to leave this bar. Excellent drinks, tasty
shisha and, last but not least, professional
service will keep you here.

WINNER OF THE
CATEGORY

Z* DF BB
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Vladimíra Clementisa 8

FB: Prievidzská Piváreň

,,A newly-reconstructed brewery
where many a big brewer can
enjoy their draft beer."

Prievidzská Piváreň
Prievidzská Piváreň offers great tank beer and
pleasant seating in a completely renovated
and modern space in Sever in Prievidza.
Traditional PUB QUIZS, screenings of matches
or other programs to diversify the evening
must not be missing. Here you can also look
forward to great grilled dishes for the
matches, and definitely don't miss the
crackling spread.

Z* DF
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M. Mišíka 734

FB: Tunnel Underground Bar

,,An unconventional and unique bar
in a place where few would expect
it. It knows how to draw you into
another world with his atmosphere."

Tunnel Underground Bar
Tunnel underground bar is a place in the
center of Prievidza with a unique design and
atmosphere, where you can escape from
ordinary life. A wide range of excellent drinks
and spirits that you can enjoy together with
your friends, for example on their bar swings.
Beer drinkers will definitely appreciate a
properly tapped "sliding" level. A number of
activities from board games, table football to
a number of PlayStation games will keep you
entertained throughout the evening. See for
yourself and visit the Tunnel!

V VEG BL LF DF
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Gustáva Švéniho 3 (PRO Centrum)

IG: upinsmoke_pd

,,Cozy environment, great
drinks, professional staff and
the best shisha... Well, what's
more can we wish?"

Up In Smoke
Up In Smoke is a cozy business in the heart of
Prievidza. The business is included in the
Shisha Bar&Cocktail Bar category. The offer
includes a wide range of mixed alcoholic
drinks, a rich selection of flavors, high-quality
Italian coffee,... As a bonus, a smiling staff is
always waiting for you, ready to meet even
the most demanding customer's request. You
will definitely not regret your visit :)

Z* DF BB
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Mliekarenská 3207/5

www.barrack.sk

,,It's not a pizzeria, but you can
still enjoy it perfectly here. And
not only that..."

Barrack
In the restaurant you can have real Italian
pizza, pizza sticks and other snacks. All pizzas
have a tomato base, and the plan is to expand
the menu to include grilled dishes and
hamburgers. And that they are not a real
restaurant? Never mind! In addition to eating
great pizza, you can also have fun with a
game of bowling or a laser game. Barrack is
unique in Slovakia in this, but you can find out
about it yourself or on their website :)

V Z/Z* BB
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Podhorská 913/100A

www.pizzawanted.sk

,,A Western-style business that
will surprise you with a wide
range of food, various types of
pizzas and tasty desserts."

Pizza Wanted
Family pizzeria located in Prievidza in the
Veľká Lehôtka district. They baked the first
pizzas for customers in 2012. Since then, they
have baked a lot of pizzas and won many
satisfied customers. Here you can enjoy
pleasant moments with family or friends,
away from the hustle and bustle of the city.
We believe that you will also be their next
satisfied customer.

V BL Z BB
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Šulekova 12

www.valhallaprievidza.sk

,,The unrivaled best burgers will
transport you from here directly
to the famous Valhalla... Quite
typical :)"

Valhalla Pub
Valhalla (Valhöll, "Hall of the Fallen") is Odin's
hall in Asgard - Gladsheim fortress, where
fallen warriors ("einherj") come accompanied
by Valkyries. Here Odin looks out over the
world from his majestic throne Hlidskjalf and
receives messages from his two ravens Hugin
and Munin. But we mere mortals know another
Valhalla. The one where you can get the best
burgers far and wide and your taste buds will
melt when you taste local specialties or taste
the 9 worlds of the Vikings.

V Z BB

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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TAKE AWAY
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Janka Kráľa 175/2

FB: Emkine dobroty

,,A pleasant stop for every lover
of high-quality sweets in a
family atmosphere."

Emkine Dobroty
A small family-run confectionary that bakes
traditional, but also modern desserts and
cakes with love. Their priority is quality, fine-
tuned taste and, last but not least, customer
satisfaction. In this establishment, you will find
fresh desserts for sale every day. To order,
they will prepare cakes for various occasions,
exactly according to your requirements. We
are convinced that the taste of the desserts
and the originality of the cakes is the reason
why you will like to come back here again!

BL LF
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Nábrežná 1817/6

FB: Haluškáreň Prievidza

,,Not a hut or a shack, but a small
cottage in front of the shopping
center is the place where you can
find the best bryndza dumplings."

Haluškáreň Prievidza
In this handmade cottage, they prepare
traditional bryndza gnocchi from the best
quality bryndza, sweet gnocchi and honest
soups according to family recipes. They also
offer farm cheese products and drinks. You
can't miss the cottage. It is located right next
to the shopping center and you will not miss it
from the main road.

V Z* DF BB

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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Bojnická cesta 460/32

FB: Mantra Prievidza

,,Guaranteed healthy and tasty
food that not only vegans will
enjoy. Excellent lemonades and
desserts are also worth a try."

Mantra
Vegan food is easier, faster to digest and
above all healthier. Nothing beats honest
home cooking. Foods from Mantra are fresh
and no ingredient contains white sugar,
glutamines or any harmful chemicals. If you
have a problem with soy, nuts, gluten or other
ingredients that are common in vegan cuisine,
just call and find out what options they have
for you. In addition to food, you can also find
excellent desserts, alcoholic and non-alcoholic
drinks and tasty coffee. You can also relax
with books in this small bistro. Mantrá lunches
are also good for children, who also like to
come here because of the children's corner :)

V VEG BL LF Z* DF BB
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THE BEST OF BOJNICE
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Hurbanovo námestie 42

www.biografrestaurant.sk

,Lunch in premises that breathe
the history of the Old Cinema in
Bojnice."

Biograf Restaurant
Biograf wine bar and restaurant was created
by renovating the premises of the first Bojnice
cinema from the last century. The original
atmosphere here breathes the history of this
place and recalls the glorious times of the big
stars of the silver screen. It was here that
many stories full of passion, joy, excitement
and tension took place. Between these walls,
the eternal vagabond Charlie Chaplin, the
beautiful Sophia Loren, the charismatic Paul
Newman, the excellent Milka Vášáryová, or
the unforgettable Jožko Kroner lived their film
life. The premises are decorated with original
period posters of films and actors, old film
projectors and other historical artefacts
related to the film industry.

V BL LF Z* DF BB
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Sládkovičkova 20

FB: Mandolina Bojnice

,,Enjoy the true taste of Italy
while walking in Bojnice."

Gelateria Mandolína
Italian ice cream has been produced in a small
family business in the original artisanal way
since 2020. From real ingredients and without
added nonsense (artificial flavors and dyes).
From farm milk, through local fruit,
homemade caramel, roasting nuts and
cooking fruit toppings to the resulting creamy
Italian gelato produced according to the
"gelato naturale" concept, there is something
for everyone here. The menu includes various
vegan options and sorbets. All flavors are
gluten free. Remember your vacation in Italy
with a real Italian cone in your hand during a
walk in Bojnice.

V VEG BL LF DF BB
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Kúpele Bojnice

FB: Kúpeľná kaviarnička

,,A nice little cafe in the 
heart of Bojnice spa."

Kúpeľná kaviarnička
A small cafe in the heart of Bojnice spa. They
also have a dance hall where they organize
concerts, lectures, parties, theater
performances or show films for spa guests. In
addition to excellent coffee, you can also
enjoy delicious home-made desserts here. You
will definitely not regret a stop at this cafe
during a walk in the spa!

BL LF Z* BB
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Prievidzská cesta 55

www.meridianabojnice.sk

,,A restaurant with a pleasant
atmosphere, seating on the
terrace in a beautiful area and an
interesting selection of dishes."

Meridiana Bojnice Rezort
MERIDIANA is a place for every occasion. It
has become a popular place for families with
children, who are comfortable with the fully
fenced area with climbing frames. Parents can
enjoy good food while the children have fun
on the playground or in the children's corner
of the Hobbit house. Their cuisine is spacious
and varied. Couples in love also spend
romantic evenings here. Brides are
meticulously prepared for the most beautiful
day of their lives. Whether you spend a week's
vacation or a short business trip here, you will
always be taken care of first-class.

V VEG BL LF Z* DF BB

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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Hurbanovo námestie 48

FB: Moja šálka kávy

,,A cozy pastry shop with a beautiful
and stylish furnishings and a
showcase full of homemade cookies.
Be sure to try their apple cake!"

Moja šálka kávy
A small cafe in the heart of Bojnice. In its menu
you will find homemade sourdough cakes,
pastries and gluten-free desserts. Their offer
is truly endless and is underlined by excellent
coffee or a selection of excellent drinks.
Coffee, dessert and a view of the square from
the terrace. A complete idyll that we
recommend every visitor to Bojnice to
experience. The pleasant and always smiling
service is just the icing on the cake, and thanks
to that, you will be happy to come back here
again and again even after your first visit.

V BL Z DF
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Hurbanovo námestie 40

www.pivovarbojnice.sk

,,A place where you can enjoy
quality beer, including tasty
dishes."

Panský pivovar
Bojnice Castle and its estate have always been
associated with good company and feasting
on the highest quality food and drinks. There
was never a shortage of choice meats and
game on the tables, and wine and beer flowed
freely. After more than a hundred years, the
idea came to continue the tradition of the
Manor Brewery, revive it and offer visitors a
piece of living history combined with a culinary
experience. The visitor can best recognize the
history of a place when he perceives it with all
his senses, including taste.

V Z DF
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Hurbanovo námestie 10

FB: Alej Bojnice

,,Family restaurant with an open
window to the kitchen, where
you can watch the entire
preparation of your meal."

Restaurant Alej
A small family restaurant in Bojnice, right on
the pedestrian zone below the Bojnice castle.
Here, they rely on freshness, honest
ingredients, without semi-finished products
and seasonings, where they choose
ingredients according to the season and try to
support local suppliers. Their dishes are often
grandmothers' classics in a modern twist, but
in the summer you can also enjoy
Mediterranean cuisine here. The menu offers
quality beef steaks or baked sea fish all year
round. We definitely recommend trying their
already iconic dessert, mini donuts in caramel
cream.

V BL LF Z* DF
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Hurbanovo námestie 29

www.muzikarestaurant.sk

,,For those who know how to appreciate
the taste and the difference is not
indifferent to them. This motto is a
perfect fit for this TOP Bojnice company."

Restaurant Muzika
A family restaurant in the heart of Bojnice with
a rich selection of DryAged steaks, fresh
home-made pasta, excellent desserts,
hundreds of wines and a unique cognac bar
will provide an exceptional culinary experience
completed by pleasant professional service.
The motto they have been sticking to for over
30 years - for those who know how to
appreciate the taste and the difference is not
indifferent to them. They offer the possibility
of celebrations, family gatherings, company
events, even in a separate banquet. They
prepare everything according to your wishes.

V BL LF Z*

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY
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Hurbanovo námestie 9

FB: Starý Dom Bojnice

,,Pleasant environment with
friendly service, homemade
lemonades and traditional
dishes in a modern dress."

Starý Dom
A family restaurant with a newly built
children's playground, indoor seating and two
terraces with a view of the castle. Starý Dom
offers an à la carte menu with seasonal
specialties, traditional as well as foreign
cuisine. There is also a daily menu that
includes meat and non-meat dishes. Summer
weekend evenings will be made more pleasant
by musical production.

V BL LF Z DF
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THE BEST OF THE DISTRICT
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Opatovce nad Nitrou 201

FB: Casa Mia Pizza - Pasta

,,Enjoy real Italian pizza in a family
atmosphere in the best Italian
restaurant."

Casa Mia
Casa Mia is a real Italian pizzeria and
restaurant in Opatovce, just a short distance
from the spa town of Bojnice. In their offer
you will find not only the best pizza, but also
pasta, soups, Italian wines or excellent
homemade tiramisu. You will definitely not
regret visiting this family business, and it is
worth going here in addition to your visit to
Bojnice, Prievidza or the surrounding area. We
are convinced that you will not find a better
Italian restaurant nearby :)

WINNER OF
THE CATEGORY

V VEG BL LF Z* DF
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Malinová 6

www.saborperuano.sk

,,Visit a piece of Peru in a
picturesque Slovak village, where
you will be charmed by great food
and a pleasant family atmosphere."

Doña Reina Malinová
The Peruvian restaurant in Malinova is a
project of a Slovak-Peruvian couple, the
Pariachi Alegre family. The kitchen is headed
by Beker Pariachi, a graduate of the
prestigious gastronomic school in Lima. He
landed with his family in Horná Nitra, where he
devotes himself to his greatest passion,
Peruvian cuisine, which he managed to
combine with local ingredients such as wild
game and river fish. The restaurant is named
after Beker's mother and offers authentic
Peruvian cuisine. An experience you don't have
to travel halfway across the globe for.

V BL LF Z DF BB
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Šimonovská 546/1, Nováky

www.koliba.drago.sk

,,A hut, where you can enjoy not
only excellent traditional bryndza
dumplings... We definitely
recommend their souffle as well."

Koliba Drago
Family business located in the town of Nováky
in a very accessible location. They specialize
here in traditional Slovak dishes, but they also
offer dishes from other world cuisines. Here
you will always find only fresh food prepared
from the freshest ingredients, which form a
perfect whole. Come see for yourself.

V BL LF Z* DF BB
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Námestie SNP 35/5, Lehota p. Vtáčnikom

www.paliogelato.sk

,,A family-run gelateria that
transports you directly to Italy
with its quality."

Palio Gelato
A family business in the style of a real Italian
gelateria, founded in 2018. They make their
own gelato here, fresh daily. They care most
about the quality of the raw materials, which
they carefully select. The basis of gelato is
always fresh milk and cream from a local
farm, 100% nut butters and quality and ripe
fruit. In production, they use only natural
products and put a piece of their heart into
each scoop. The menu always includes VEGAN,
GLUTEN FREE and DIA gelato.

V VEG BL LF Z BB
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Who nominated the businesses?
This part will be really short, since the nomination committee was not limited by
anything. We understand that not only true connoisseurs go to businesses, but also
everyday regular visitors who are interested in the pure taste of the food or the
atmosphere of the business.

Therefore, anyone could nominate their favorite businesses via email and social
networks. This created a database of the most popular businesses from Prievidza,
Bojnice and the surrounding area. Of course, it was also edited by us so that it
corresponded as accurately as possible with our categories.

Thanks again to everyone who nominated their favorite businesses. Without you there
wouldn't even be this bedeker and we sincerely believe that you will be happy to help
us next time :)
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Who rated the businesses?
VERONIKA ČOPÍKOVÁ - food blogger, blogger of the year 2017, evaluator of Gourmet Brno 2019,
author of the books Lenivá Kuchárka and author of the IG @lenivakucharka

SAMUEL CHLPEK - consultant, specialist and lecturer on digital marketing for small and medium-
sized businesses in HoReCa, doctoral student at the Tourism Department of the EU Business
Faculty in Bratislava, blogger and author of the IG @samuelchlpek

NIKOLA PRUŽINOVÁ - food blogger and author of the IG @blogerkaforlife

VIERA GUNDOVÁ - lifestyle blogger and author of the IG @zivotpodlaseba

ADRIÁNA GUNDOVÁ - lifestyle blogger and author of the IG @aduliksun

SIMONA PLEŠKOVÁ - food blogger and author of the IG @fedorka.recepty

ANDREA FREIMANN - executive director of OOCR RHNB

IVONA VOJTÁŠOVÁ - head of the department of trade and tourism of the Prievidza 

RADOVAN HUBA - founder of the chutilo projects., In the footsteps of Prievidze, Visit Prievidze and
the author of the YT @postopachprievidze
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According to what was evaluated?
In the following tables, you can see the
evaluation criteria with the maximum number
of points for each category.

Only companies that received a total of more
than 60 points made it to the ranking.

The Burger&Pizza category was evaluated in
the Restaurants table.

RESTAURANTS & BISTROS max. points
taste and quality of food
taste and quality of drinks
presentation of food on a plate
originality of the offer
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

40
20
10
5

15
10

100

CAFÉS max. points
taste and quality of coffee
variety of offer
offer of other drinks
dessert menu
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

30
20
15
10
15
10

100

CONFECTIONARY max. points
taste and quality of desserts
taste and quality of drinks
presentation of food on a plate
originality of the offer
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

40
15
10
10
15
10

100
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BREWERIES max. points
taste, quality and treatment of beer
snacks for beer
selection of beers
offer of soft drinks
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

40
20
10
5

15
10

100

BARS max. points
taste and quality of drinks
originality of the offer
presentation of drinks
snacks for drinks
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

30
20
20

5
15
10

100

TAKE AWAY max. points
taste and quality of food
the quality and appearance of the packaging
ponuka nápojov k jedlu
originality of the offer
the staff
environment/atmosphere
TOTAL

40
10
10
15
15
10

100



PRIEVIDZA

DISCOVER OUR CITY
ON YOUR OWN



www.visitprievidza.sk

Prievidza is also a place worth visiting! On this portal you will find all important
information regarding accommodation, meals, transport and many other things
that will be helpful during your visit to Prievidza. The website also offers a lot of
possibilities for a trip and will introduce you to all the attractions of the city.

So what are you waiting for! Come and explore Prievidza with us!



PRIEVIDZA

Don't know where to go in Prievidza? Are you bored exploring the city? No
problem! Come down to TIK Prievidza and pick up a free map for the Prievidza
selfie game!

There are 10 encrypted check-points waiting for you, and after discovering and
visiting them, you will get to know our attractions, including recommendations
of museums, galleries and restaurants in the vicinity. But this is not all! Each
check-point hides an excerpt of the secret, after solving which a gift awaits you
in TIK Prievidza for a successful game :)

Don't hesitate and become one of the successful players of Prievidza Selfie.
Have fun, get memories and learn something about Prievidza in a playful way!



SELFIE
more info



The HORNÁ NITRA - BOJNICE region is a regional tourism organization founded
in 2012 to support and promote tourism and to create conditions for the
development of tourism in the territory of Horná Nitra with the aim of
sustainable tourism development.

It is a co-organizer of cultural events in Bojnice, Prievidza and surrounding
villages, ensures the creation and presentation of tourism products, supports
and ensures the building of tourist infrastructure and much more.

www.bojnice.eu



Regional tourism organization 
REGION HORNÁ NITRA - BOJNICE
organization of destination marketing and management
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